erythematous (SLE) presents a table that summarizes 25 studies from 13 countries on survival rates in series published from 1955. It was surprising to us that our series was not included in this review, particularly since it was published in 1994 in a journal the authors know well [2]. One possibility might be that it was overlooked since the title of our paper stressed the negative influence of the antiphospholipid syndrome on survival rates. The survival rates of our entire cohort of 667 SLE patients compare favourably to those of other series from developed countries. Thus, survival since the first symptom attributable to SLE was 96% at 5 yr and 92% at 10 yr. We would like to have this published in your journal for the sake of completing the information provided by an otherwise very instructive review.
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Reply

Dr Alarcón Segovia was surprised that the series of cases from Mexico City was not included in the table provided in our paper [1]. We were aware of their paper [2], but did not include their results in our table because their survival analysis was difficult to interpret. They calculated survival at 96% at 5 yr and 92% at 10 yr from the time of first symptom of SLE. However, when they calculated survival from the time of inclusion in their cohort, the 5-yr survival was only 91%. Most studies report survival rates based on the time of diagnosis, a concept introduced by Merrell and Shulman in 1955 [3].
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